
STODY with HUNWORTH PARISH COUNCIL EXTRAORDINARY MEETING & SITE MEETING 
THURSDAY 18th AUGUST.  
6.45pm at the top of HUNWORTH COMMON, then 7.15/30pm at the VILLAGE HALL 
 

PROPOSED TELECOMMS MAST on HUNWORTH COMMON 
 
Dear Resident(s) 
 
In late August 2021, Stody with Hunworth PC was alerted by Charlie MacNicol of the Stody Estate, that 
Clarke Telecomms Ltd. was seeking to site a telecoms mast in Hunworth. This would be part of the national 
drive to improve both mobile phone signals and establish signals so that electricity companies/providers 
can digitally read smart electricity meters, rather than continue to rely on a man with a gizmo visiting rural 
homes and businesses. The proposed site mentioned last August is at the top end of Hunworth Common 
close to the track which leads from the ford at Brook Cottage up to the top of Hunworth Hill on the 
Holt/Hunworth road. The site would be against the perimeter fence which separates Hunworth Common 
from the Stody Estate’s field above it. 
 
This proposal has been an agenda item at every meeting of the Parish Council since then, but we have not 
had a firm proposal or enough information to look at this matter in detail. 
Kerry Harris, our Parish Clerk, has recently received a Pre-Planning Application from Clarke Telecomms 
and a company called Cornerstone. This consists of a covering letter and seven attachments totalling 
nearly 30 A4 pages. “Cornerstone is the UK’s leading mobile infrastructure services company”. The PC is 
invited to comment on these proposals by 22nd August. 
 
All the documents sent to the PC are available to view on the PC website from Monday 8th August:- 
www.stodypc.wixsite.com. 
 
Over the last eleven months residents of Hunworth and Stody have expressed various opinions on the 
proposed telecoms mast. The main views seem to be:- 

1. A 30m high mast should not be sited on Hunworth Common for any reason. Surely there are 
other locations for such a structure? 
The Pre-Application lists four other possible sites – Breck Farm Estate Office site, Hunworth Green, 
Hunnybell car park, and Castle Hill Hunworth, Hunworth church and up the top of Field Lane. All 
have been rejected as either masts there would be very obvious visually, or they would not provide 
a decent signal to Hunworth/Stody residents. The Hunworth Common site would be largely 
screened by trees. 
or 

2. I live in Hunworth/Stody and get a terrible mobile signal, so a mast which improves this 
would be very welcome, especially in an emergency. 

BT is on a mission to disconnect all existing copper landline telephone wires, and thus compel landlines to 
rely on an internet signal. Therefore, reinforcing the mobile signal locally, may well be a good idea? Once 
copper landlines have gone, should there be a power cut, there could be real difficulties in communication. 
Suppose a Hunworth or Stody resident has say a stroke or discovers their house is on fire – with no mobile 
signal and the internet out of action, there would be no means of contacting the Emergency Services. One 
would have to drive to somewhere eg. Briston, where there is no power cut and a good existing mobile 
signal, to ring 999. 
 
STODY with HUNWORTH PARISH COUNCIL will hold an extraordinary PC Meeting on Thursday 
18th August to discuss these proposals and listen to opinions from parishioners. The PC must then 
send its views back to Cornerstone/Clarke Telecoms by 22 August, BEFORE Cornerstone/Clarke 
Telecoms submit their formal Planning Application to NNDC. 
 
On 18th August, we shall begin at the proposed mast site up near the top of Hunworth Common at 
6.45pm. Then we will move to the Village Hall for the Meeting c. 7.15/30pm. 
 
This circular is being delivered to every house in Hunworth and Stody. Do study the documents on the PC 
website and come and share your views on 18th August. We look forward to seeing you then. 
 
Charlotte Crawley – Chair of Stody with Hunworth PC.     
charlottecrawley255@icloud.com.  01263 713306.       5th August 2022 
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